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.Abstract-for the Masters Thesis 
Partitionings and Convex Metrics 
- -by J. Harley Weston 
-·- --·-·-·- ._:___ - .. .__ . 
In 1928 IC. Menger (Untersuchwigen uber allgemeine Metrik, 
Math. Ann. vol. 100(1928) pp. 75-163) proposed a problem con-
c,rking the existance of a convex metric for a Peano space. In 
1949 R.H. Bing (Partitioning a Set, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 55 
(1949) pp. 11~1-1110) published a solution to this problem. To do 
this Bing introduced, and discussed the concept of a partitioning. 
This thesis is mainly an exposition of Bing's paper. 
Chapter I is background mater.ial, where emphasis is given to 
property S. A metric space X is said to have property S if, for any 
£ ~o, the union of a finite number of open, connected sets, each 
with diameter l~ss than£ is dense.in X. Property Sis discussed 
in some detail, and in particular we see that every Pea.no space 
has property s. 
A metric space X is called simply part.itionable if, for any E >O 
.,, the union of a finite number of open, connected, disjoint sets, each 
with diameter less than £ is dense in X. A metric space Xis then 
called partitionable if it is simply partitionable, and, for each E 
every member of the simple partitioning has property S. In Chapter II 
partitionings are introduced and discussed, and in Chapter III it is 
· .. shown that a metric space is partitionable if and only if it has pro-
perty s. It is then seen that if a metric space X has property S 
1 
., 
·' \ 
... 
·.I 
-
/ 
., 
and (£i) is a sequence of r.eal numbers, there is a sequence (Gi) 
of partitionings of X such that the diameter of each member of G. 
i 
ia ms than £.:, and each member of Gi+l is a subset of some mem-
ber of Gi for each i. 
A metric d for a metric space Xis called.convex if, for 
Chapter IV introduces convex metrics, and contains the main theorem 
whicb shows that each Peano space ~itb metric d has a convex metric 
. d* which is equivalent to d • 
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INTRODUCTION 
~In calculua, to define the definite integral over an interval 
'~ [a, b], we divide th;' interval from a to b into a finite number of 
pieces. This division we call ·a 1>artitioning of the interval. In-
tegration in higher dimensional Euclidean spaces also uses partitioninga. 
The concept of a partition was generalized in 1949 by Bing [l](l) when 
he defined a partitioning of an arbitrary metric apace. 
This paper will discuss some of the basic properties of parti-
tionings, and then show how this concept was used to solve a question 
.. 
raised by Menger [6]. Menger asked whether it is always possible to 
assign a convex metric to a Peano space, and Bing [I], by using par-
i" 
titionings, was able to answer this question in the affirmative. 
---7 
The paper will begin with some background material and then parti-
tionings will be introduced. In the final section Bing's.proof that a 
Peano apace can be assigned a convex metric will be given. 
, .. 
... 
''1.'· 
:, 
(l) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at ~h8 end of the 
paper • 
·,~ . 
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Property S 
Definition 1-1: Let X be a metric space and KS X. K is said to have 
property S if and only if, for any real number € 7o, there is a col-
lection 
K = U f K. I i = 1,2, ••• , n 
l. 
of connected subsets of K such that 
11 t, o.nd the diameter of K. ( S(Id ) is less 
1 1 
than E for i = 1,2, ••• , n. 
Lemma 1-2: Let X be a metric space, Let H.f S for i = 1,2, ••• , n 
1 
and each Hi have property S for i = 1,2, ••• , n. Then 
K = U ( Hi f i = I, 2, ••• , n J has property S. 
Proof: The proof is immediate from the definitibn. 
Definition I-3: Let X be a metric space o.nd Kf X. K is said to be 
\ 
\ 
\ 
totally bounded if a.nd only if, for any real number £70 , there exists 
a finite set of points 
• • • J X n X such that 
/ 
Lenma I-4: Let K be a subset of a metric space X. If K has property 
S then K is totally bounded. 
Proof: Let Kf: X have property s. Let E. 7o, then there exists a col-
y 
lection IL \\~' 
K = UfK. I\\ 
l. 
of connected subsets of K s~ch that 
= I , 2, ••• , n r and J (Ki) < E. for i = 1, 2, ••• , n. 
. 0 
,•.l", 
•.:.:.. •I .; ,; • . -• . '•. •~ .-,! • • . :., • .. •-·-' • ·• 
" 
,. 
I 
.. - __ ,,_,,.,;..._,....._..~ ............. ~, .. , ... , .. , .... ,:., .. 
K = . · l 2 
1 = ' ' . . . ' • • •' n J 
Hence K is totally bounded. 
Theorem I-5: Let X be a metric space with metric p. Then Xis 
co~plete and totally bounded if and only if it is compact. 
Proof: Let X be compact, then it is easily seen that xis com-
plete. Lett '10 be given, then f S (x., £) f x E X~ covers X. X is 
compact, and hence there ·is a finite collection x1 , x2 , ••• , xn 
of points of X such that f S (xi,£) I i = 1,2, 
Hence Xis totally bounded. 
. . . ' n~ covers X • 
Now let X be complete a.nd totally bounded. Let (y ) be a 
k 
sequence of distinct points in X. There exists a collection 
r 1 1 
l xl 'x2' 
1 
••• , xn ~ of points of X such tha.t 
l 
X =ufs Cx!, 1) Ii= 1,2, ••• , nl!. At least one of these sets, 
' 1 
say S (x , 1) contains an infinite 1 number of points of 
1 be the firstpointof (y) inS(x,1). 
. k 1 
Let 
There exists a collection [ x~ , x! , .•. , · x!
2 
\ of points of X 
such that X =U[s (x!, !) f i = 1,2, ••• , n2 \. At least one of these 
sets, say S (x~ , l) is such that S ( x~ , 1) I\ S (xi , i-) contains 
infinitely many points of 
, . (yk) contained in S (x~ , 
(yk) • Let yk be the first point of 
. 2 
1) I\ S (xi , ! ) with k2 > k 1 • ,1 ,, 
In general there exists a collection l xi , xi , ••• , ~. \ of 
. J points of X such that X = U[ S (xj , f) i = 1,2, ••• , nj}. Chose a. 
point Yk. 
J 
Yk.c- fl.f S 
J 
of the sequence (yk) with k/kj!i•• .>k2 >k1 
(xi , f) I i = 1, 2, ••• , n ! . 
-.: ."ii 
and 
• 
• I 
•.. 
• 
The subsequence (Yk.) of (yk) thus formed is a Cauchy sequence, 
J . 
for given E ?o there is an integer j such that o <. T <£. Then for · 
'> k. 
J 
• 
81DCt 
Thus, since X is complete, (ykr-lonverges. Hence (yk) has a 
limit poin-ts. Thus Xis countably compact. 
But every countably compact subset of a metric space is compact, 
and hence Xis compact. 
We will now introduce the concept of local connectivity, and 
") examine its relationship to property s. 
Definition 1-6: A topological space Xis said to be locally connected 
at a poinJ, x E X if and only if, given any open set U such that • to U, 
-there is a connected open set V such thatx1: Vt u. The space· X is said 
to be locally connected if it is locally connected at each of its points. 
Lemma 1-7: Let X be a topological space. If for every J( f X an~ every 
open set U containing x there exists an open set V containing x such 
that V lies in a single component of u, then Xis locally connected • 
Proof: Let ~ E. X and U be any open set containing x. Then there exists 
an open set V containing x such that V lies in a single component C of 
u. If C is not open then there exists a y E- C such ,that for every open 
,~ 
set W containing ~ W " (U - C) * ,¢ • Thus no open set containing 
lies entirely in one component'of u. This is a contradiction t,o the 
hypothesis. 
Thu~ C ·is an open, connected set containing x, and CSU. Thus X 
is locally connected. .. 
I 
'· 
r, 
Theorem 1-8: Let X be a metric space with metric p , and K .S X~ ·-It 
K has property S then K is locally connected. 
Proof: Let xE- K and U any open set in K slich that x ~ u. Then there 
is anE,o such that K"S(x,E )su. Since K has property S there ex-
ists a. collection { KI' ~' ••• , Kn! of connected subsets of K such 
that K = U [K. I i = 1,2, ••• , n I and ~ (K.) < E for i = 1,2, ••• , n.· 1 1 
Let H = U [ K. J x E K. -
1 1 
for i = • • •' nJ 
L=U{~ / xf~- for • 1 = . . . , nJ 
Then x E- H, x ¢ L- • 
If His not connected then there exist sets A and B such that · 
H = AuB, A4 t/,, Bt tp, and (A-,, B) u (A 11 B-) = </J. Since each K. is 
1 
connected, K.£ A or K . .s. B for i = 1,2, ••• , n. x ~ H, hence x E: A 1. 1 
or x EB. Assume x~ A. But x E-- Ki- for all Ki s H, thus x E- B- • 
Thus A" B- ~ <p • This is an obvious contradiction. If x ~ B a similar 
result follows, and hence His connected. 
Let y, z ~ H. Then f (y, z) S:p(y, x) + f (x, z )~ %+ \ = E • 
Thus S (H) < E. • Hence H ~ u. 
Now-HuL = K, hence xe- K - L-~ HS"U. Thus the open ·set K - L 
is contained in a single component of u. Thus K is locally connected. 
by lemma 1-7. 
Theorem 1-9: Let X be a metric space and Ka compact subset of x, 
then K has property S if and only if K is locally connected. 
, 
Proof: If K has property S then K is locally connected by theorem 1-8. 
' 
..... ' 
6 ~ •• ,,~,, -,., ·,, ••. ·, ,\,·•',•\~II'/'> -·.·"1,'•,'llt 1-/•.-'0',/,,' ':!'"J,,•·•;,~~";°'"l'"":··,·:,:Jo '., ~r-, .· ,.,,,,. \", , .. 
Asamae K is locally connected. ,Let£ >o and .consider l ·S(x, l) f x~ IC} 
Since K is locally connected there is an open, connected set V 
X 
such t-hat 
x 6 Vx S S(x, £ ) for each x, K. £ V f · x <: K] is an open cover for K, and X 
hence, since K is compact, f V:x: / ·"x f KJ has a finite sub cover 
s. 
i = 1,2, ••• , nJ • Thus I{ = Uf V f i = 1,2, • •• , nJ where each 
xi 
is connected andcS (V ) < £ for i = 1,2, ••• , n. Bence K has property xi 
The following example will show that property Sis not a topologi-
cal_property, that is it is not necessarily preserved by a homeomorphism. 
Example 1-10: 
Let R be the space of real numbers with the usual topology. Let 
J:[0,1]. Consider the function f: J -fo\-,R defined by f(x) . -,,. = sin :x: 
.for O< X-'f • The function f: J -f~J~ f[ J -fo)] is a homeomorphism and 
J - lo! obviously has propert,y S. It is easily seen "that f[J -loS] does not 
have property s, for t.ake £ = i, and suppose f[J -lol]=UfK. t i = 1,2, ••• , nJ ). 
where Ki is a connected subset of f[J -[oJ] an"(Kt< t for i = 1,2, ••• , ~ 
No K. can contain more than one of the infinitely many points of 1 
r[J - loJ] of the form{;!:. ,o] where m is an integer. Thus f[J -{9)] =#, 
U { Ki I i = 1, 2, ••• , n J . '. Thus f[J -A~] does not have property S. 
"' 
Definition 1-11~ Le\ p, p' be two ·metrics for a metrizable space X. 
' Then p and p are said to be equivalent relative to propert,y S _if and only 
, 
if p and p are equivalent, and if any subset K of X has property S with 
respect to one of the.se metrics, it has property S wit,b respect to the other • 
metric also. 
• I 
·, 
·1, l 
, .. 
. .. 
Definition 1-12: A metric p for a metrizable space Xis said to be an 
M metric for X if and only if, using this metric,.· S (x, r) is a con-
nected set for each real number r,o and each XE X. 
Theorem 1-13: Let X be a connected and locally connected metric space 
Yi th metric p • Then there is an M metric f M for the space X which is 
__) ' 
equivalent top relative to property s. 
Proof: Define a function p,,.: X " X ,. R, where R is the reals, by 
p,.,. (x, y) = inf [ b (K) / Kf X is connected and x, y fa K J where x 
and y are any points o( X. To establish the theorem we need to prove 
the following three statements: 
(1) PM is a metric for X; (2) The spherical neighborhoods in 
the metric fM are connected; (3) p and ftt1 are equivalent relative to 
property S. 
(1) Since ''X is connected, X ~ l K J KS X is connected and x,y ~ KJ 
. Thus fM (x, y). exists for each x, yf: X. Obviously Pr1(J.,y) ~o and 
p"' (x, y) = p,.,, (y, x) for all x, yf;; X. If x, ye K and Kf X is con-
nected then p (x, y) < & (K). 
p,.,. (x, y) = 0 then p (x, y) 
the triangle inequality. 
• ~ 4 • 
Thus fM (x, y) ~ p (x, y). Thus if 
\ 
= 0 and x=y. Thus it only remains to prove 
Let x, y,z E-·X and let(;,o/be any real number. There exist con-
nected sets K1 and ~ of X lluch that x, Cc K1 , y, z f: K2 a.nd .· 
.. h (~) S.. p,..(x, Z) + V'.t. , & (Ki ~ f,...(y, 2 ) + %_ • Now 'S_ u ~ is a. connected 
set w-hich contains x and y. Hence p,.,. (x, y)~ S ( K1u'2)tc5(K1) +S (K2) ~ 
P,.,. (x, z) + fr1 (y, z ) + E. • Since this is true for every f > Q we ha.ve 
that Pr1 (x, y) ~ f,..(x, z) + fM( z, y). Thus fM ia a metric for X. 
9 
... 
... .... 
( 2) Let x f- X, r >o a real number, and Sm (x, 'I" ) .. [ y I p,..(x, y) <' r , 
yE xj. No,r let yE S,.. (x, r ). Thus prv,(x, y) =b<"i'. From the defini'tion 
of p11 it follo,rs tI1at there is a. connected set K(y) of X such that x,yE-K{y) 
and.S(k<:,1)< Tt'. Obviously SM(x, r) = U{K(y) f y~ SM (.x,'~)J, e.nd since 
x E K(y) for all y'= SM (x, r) we know that U[K(y) J Yf: SM (x, r )J = SM(x, r) 
ia connected. 
(3) To shov that p and fM are equivalent relative to property S we 
must first show that they are equivalent. 
In (1) it was noted that pM(x, y) ~ p(x, y) for all x, yf:X. Thus any 
set which is open in the topology induced by p is open in the topology in-
duced by Prv1 • 
Let x l: x, r > o any real ntDBber. X is locally connected in the topo-
logy induced by p, hence there exists an open, connected set V containing x 
such thatV~S (x,f). Hence inthemetricf, S(V)<r. Thus V~SM(x,r). 
Hence every set open in the topology induced a.n X by f',.,. is open in the topo-
logy induced by p • Thus f' and fM are equivalent. 
Now suppose X has property S with respect to p • Then given f > o there 
exist sets K1, ~, ••• , ~ such that I =.UfKdi = 1,2, ••• , nJ, a.ndi5{~)<f 
for i = 1,2, •• ·., n. But ~J~)<E for i = 1,2, ••• , n since each ~ is con-
nected. Thus X has property S with respect to PM. 
'\ 
Let X have property S with respec~ top.,. , then since fM (x, y), p (x, y) 
for all x, yf: X it follows that X has property S with respect top·. 
Thus f a.nd fM are equivalent_ relative to property s. 
' 
. ( 
\ 
' l;: 
.. 
. , r 
.--------------------------""!""----------------------,-,---:-~~ 
" . ' 
~·· 
• I 
LeDDa 1-14: Let X be a metric space and KSX. Let HSK be such that,, 
C C -K- H .... K • Then if f.K has property s, H has property s. 
Proof: Let K have property s, and let l >o be any real number. Then 
there exist connected subset Ki of K for i • 1,2, 
... ' n such that 
' . 
K = U{Kj_ f i = 1,2, ••• , nJ and O (~)~£ .for i = 1,2, ••• , n. Let 
Hi= ~-n H for. i = 1,2, ••• , n. 
Hence Hi is connected, 
i • 1,2, ••• , nJ. Hence H has property s. 
/ 
K·-1 for i = 1,2, ••• ,7'\n •• 
Corollary I-15: Let X be a metric space and K~ X. If K has property S 
then K- is locally connected. 
~ 
Proof: The proof follows directly from lemma 1-14 and theorem 1-8. 
The main objective of this section is to prove that every Peano space 
has a basis, all of vhose members have property s. Before proving this we 
must briefly discuss Peano spaces • 
• 
Definition 1-16: Let X be a T2 space. Then Xis called a Peano space if 
and only if there exists a superjective map from the closed unit interval 
(J) in the reals to X. 
The follo~ing theorem is the Hahn Mazurkiewicz characterization of a 
Peano space. 
Theorem 1-17: A topological space is a Peano space if and only if it is a 
non-empty, locally connected, metrizable continuum. 
Proof: See Hall and Spencer [3] page 204. 
Corollary 1-18: Every Peano apace has property S. 
•/ 
,, 
· .. 
Proofs If I is a Peano space then Xis compact and locally connected and 
hence by theorem 1-9 X has property S. 
To prove tha~a Peano apace has a basis of ~he desired type we intro-,, 
duce the concept of an ( growth. 
., 
Definition I-19: Let H, K be subsets of a metric space X, and let £ ~o be 
any real number. Then K is said to be a.n E. grow-th of H if and only if 
a) xE K implies there exists a connected subset M of K such that 
x E M, M n H '!\" ¢, , and S ( M) < £ • 
b) There exists an~>osuch that, if Mis any connected subset of X 
satisfying 6 (M)< o(, and MI\ H ~ f', then MS K. 
Lemma 1-20: Let H be a subset of a metric space X. Then, for any£> o, 
there exists a subset K of X such that K is an€ growth of H. 
Proof: Let E > o be any real number. 
-· If H = ti,- then K = tp is an E. growth of H. If H + 4' then for each 
x EH let W (x) = Uf C I Cf x, C connected, S (c)<E , and x ~ c]. Let 
K = U{w (x) f x E- Hj, and show K is an £ growth of H. 
a) Let x'= K, then there is a yr:H such that x EW (y). Thus there is 
a connected subset C of X such that :x, yE C and S (C)<E • Thus xE- c, 
CI\H*¢, and S(C)<E. 
~ 
\ b) Let o( = £ and let C be any connected subset of X satisfying 
S (C)<£, and C nHt </>. Let xE- C nH, then C SW (x). Hence C ~Kand thus 
K is an £ growth of H • 
.,,,,...... 
Lemma I-21: Let H and K be subsets of a metric space X such that for some 
. 
E >o K is an £ grorlb of H. Then if H is connect.ed, K is connected. 
"·' 
-------ye •. -, .• --,.-~.-.......... • 00~..;;;;;;-;;;;~.::;:;;;·-- ~·c·, - ::-------,---,---,-~---:-:-...,.......,,.,~--------=-:"'"'""'.=::-~=----=--. : ... ,-~-.. --.,-~·-"· -~ ... ~---~- -------~-11111111~-111111111 ___ 1111_ ---~~----~----.L.!!,,.·,.·",!!,,,,:, ..... _c-,.l!R.,,, IJ .. L ..... -. . ,.· ... -•···.-.-.~:.. fl'1"11 ( ~--™ iW l'I - · ... , .. ·.,, .. .--.,, ·'··"··''" ·~.-.•1,, ... ,,,.,,,·.-1,· .... ,.,,- ,,,···.i•·,,-,......... . , ,. 
{ 
Proofs Suppose H ia connected and K is not connected. Then there are 
two sets U and V such that U.f.f, Vf </', (u-" V)u (Unv) =f'and K = Ut1V. 
~ Since HS K and H is connected ,re must have H s U or H s v. Assume a, u. 
Let x e V, then there exists a connected subset 11 of K such that x £ M, ·and 
H" Mt;,. But, this is a.n obvious contradiction since U I\M a.nd V" M are 
non-empty, separated sets such that (U II M) u (v n M) = M. He.nee K is con-
nected. 
Definition I-22: Let H, K be subsets of a metric. space x, and E. > o any 
real number·. Then K is said to be an £ - sequential growth of H if and only 
if there is a sequence (Hi} of subsets of X and a sequence (£i)or positive 
numbers such that 
a) H1 is an f 1 grorlh of H, and Hj+l is an £ j•l gr'o...th of Hj ·for 
any integer j. 
b) K=Ufu.1 janintegerJ 
GO . J 
c) !:£· $£ 
• I. ,...-
.. ~ l .. ,,,..... 
The/ following two lemas are immediate consequences of lemma I-20, 
I 
and definition 1-22. 
Lemma 1-23: Let H be a subset of a metric space X. Then, ranyE>o, 
J 
there exists a subset K of X such that K is an £ - sequential growth of H. 
Lemma 1-24: Let H and K be subsets of a metric space X such that for some 
£ >O K is an£ - sequential growth of H. Then if{'1 is connected, K is 
connected. 
Theorem 1-251 · Let I be a metric space with property s, Band K subsets 
of x, and E >O any real number. If K is &n £ - sequential growth of H, then 
K has property Sand is open in X. 
' 
1 
... 
• 
0 
Proof: Let K be..,,,.a.nt-sequential growth of H, and let (£.:) and (Hi) be the 
aequences in definition I-22. Let x ~ K, then there is an integer j such 
A Since X has property Sit is locally connected by theorem I-8, 
and hence there is an open connected set V-' X such that x (:, V and b ( V) < o( j .. , 
Yhere o<j,., is the~?o in definition I-19 b) for the set Hj+l which is an 
E j+i growth of Hj. Thus Hj "V :t '/> since XE Hj " V and thus V .s Hj +I- Thus 
x ~ VS K. Thus K is open in X. 
To sho1r that K has property S let13 ;.o be any real number. 
J m 
Since LE, 
converges there is an integer k such that f £, < 1
3 
• 
i= I( 
,~, 
Since Hk+l is a.nEk+l gro1rth of Hk there is anO(k+l >0 such that any 
'· \ 
1 
connected subset of X which intersects Hj and 
is contained in Hj+I • Let r = min f P,:,, o(k•u! 
has diameter less than«" ... ' , 
• Then since X has pro-
perty s, X can be expressed as the union of a finite number of connected 
sets, ·each with diameter less than l' • Let G1, G2' ••• , Gn denote the sets 
of this finite collection such that Gi "Hk "t f for i = 1,2, ••• , n,. Then 
since r ~ o( • 
I( ... , 
For each integer i rith1 ~ i • n define Wi = I y / yf: CS: K, C co.nnected, 
Now G.f H s K for i = 1,2, ••• , n, each G
1
· ,is 1 f(t-1 
• 
Let z, y, Wi for sffiw\e u i~n, then there are connected sets c
1 
and c
2 
· ·· 
such that Ci, c2 ~ K, 'I, c1 , 2. E- c2 , i (c1)< t, S (c2)< 1'and C1 I'\ Gi :ts', 
C21'\Gi't;. Let SE. Cl l'I Gi, tE-C2 "Gi, thenp(y,z )5f(y,s) +f'(s, t) + 
f' (t, y) < '% + ~1 + ~1 = ~ • Hencei (wi)<~ for i .. 1,2, ••• , n. 
By an argument similar to that used in lemma 1-21 it is seen that Wi 
• 
,, 
·,1 
l 
/! 
' 
' k 
• 
ia connected for i • 1,2, ••• ,.n. 
To aho,r that K has property s-· 1t only rem.,ins t·o show that 
K • U f w. f i = 1,2, ••• , nJ • Each W1. is a subset- of K, and hence . 1 
U{wi f i =· 1,2, ••• , nl f K. 
No,r let x E- K, then there is an integer j such that xe Hj. If j ~ k, · 
then xE HkS U{Gi ( i = 1,2, ••• , nj.s ufwi i • 1,2, ••• , nI • 
Hence assume j > k. Then there is a connected set L.S H. such that 
J J 
"" 
xELJ., 6(LJ~)<£jand LJ·"HJ. 1tf'. Let x.E L.,iH. 1 then there is a con-
.. - J J J-
ne cted set Lj-l S Hj-l such that Xj E Lj-l , S' (Lj_1) < £ j-1 and Lj_2 /\ Hj_{ </>. 
Proceeding inductively we can find connected sets Lic+i, Lic+2 , ••• , Lj 
such that 
i) 
ii) 
L nL. -*1 </> for P= K + l, ••• , j-1. p p+ 
1i,S8p, i;,"1\,-l* </> for p .. K+l, ••• , j. 
• 
••• , J• 
Thus let L = U f LP I K + 1 ~ p.t j I then L is a connected set, 
S (L) ~ E,01 + • ~ .+ E j < ~ and L " Hj * ¢. Thus there is an i such that 
L .S wi • Since xE L and x is arbitrary it follows that KS uf wi Ii = 1, •• •, nJ • 
Hence K = Uf W. Ii = 1,2, ••• , nJ and K has property S. 
1 
Theorem I-26: Let X be a metric space ri th metric p and having property s. 
Then X has a basis every element of which is an open connected set having 
property s. 
Proof a Let £ V0 (x) I n an integerJ be a countable basis at the point xt X. 
For each integer n there is a real n1DD.ber£">0 such that S(x,£,,.) S V0 (x). 
,~nee X has property Sit is locally connected by theorem 1-8, and hence for 
15" 
,, 
• <1 
I 
each integer n there is an open, connected set W (x) such that 
n ,, 
Wn(xl.. ~ s (:x:, £'Ya.) f V8 (x). 
.Jc 
growth of W (x). By theorem 
n 
open in X and has property s. 
nected also by lemma 1-24. 
. e u For each n let-Un(x) be an ~"...sequential 
1-25, since X has property s, Un(x) is 
Sinc·e Wn(x) is connected Un(x) is con-
For each integer n, let ye Un (x), then by an argument similar to that 
used in theorem I-25 there is a connected subset Mn of Un (x) such that y E Mn, 
Mn ,, Wn (x)-t: 4' , and 8 (Mn)<.£{• Hence Un (x) ~ Uf S ( 2., €{) / Z E- Wn (x)J. 
Also Wn (x) .S S {x, ~) and hence U{ S(z};)J ZE\f
8 
(x)} S U [ s ( z, c~ J f . 
S (x/i)ls S (x,£,.) S Vn(x). Hence Un {x).SV0 (x) for each integer n. 
Now { Un (x) I n an integer 1 is a ha.sis a.t x E, X since for any open set 
V with x E- V there is an integer n such that U (x) S' V (x) S v. 
D n Hence 
{ Un (x) I x f x, n a.n integer l is a basis for X consisting of open con-
nected sets, each of which bas property s. 
The following corollary is an immediate result of the theorem. 
Corollary 1-27: Let I be a Peano space, t,hen X has a basis, every non-empty 
element of which is connected, has propert,y s, and has a Peano space as its 
closure. 
Before leaving this discussion of property Sit is of interest to intro-
duce the concept of local arcwise connectedness, and state a useful result. 
To do this we first state some preliminary results. 
Definition I-281 A. point x in a topological space X is called a cut point of 
X if and only if X - {x{ is not connected. 
Definition 1-29: A topological space.Xia called an ·arc if and only if 
jt is homeomorphic with J. 
Theorem 1-30: A topological space Xis an arc if and only if it is a 
. ,_.7',i 
non-degenerate, countabl7 compact, connected, separable metric space :e 
with at most two non cut points. 
f 
Proof: See Hall and Spencer [3] page 168. 
Notation: The non-cut points of an arc will be called its end points. 
Definition 1-31: Let X be a topological space. Then Xis said to be 
arcwise connected if and only if given any two distinct points x, y€X 
there is an arc in X Yith x and y its end points. 
Theorem 1-32: Every Peano space is arcwise connected. 
Proof: See Hall and Spencer [3] page 208. 
Definition 1-33: Let X be a topological space. Then Xis said to be 
locally arcwise connected if and only if, given any point x€ X and any 
., 
open set U containing x, there exists an open set V containing x such 
that y, z f v, yf z. implies there is an arc in U ,ri th x and .y its end 
points. 
f 
Theorem 1-34: Every compact metric space having pro~rty Sia locally 
arcwise connected. 
Proofs See Hall and Spencer [3] page 218. 
Corollary 1-35: Every Peano space is locall~cwi.ae connected. 
I 
,, 
C 
•·. 
I' 
... 
. ,. \•· ·,' 
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II 
·Partitionability ) 
Q 
Definition II-11 A subset Kofa metric space Xis said to be simply 
partitionable if and only if, for, each real number£ >o, there exists 
a finite collection H1 , H2 , ••• , 8n of disjoint·, open, connected sets 
in K such that IC • Kl\ U{Ht Ii • 1,2, ••• , n J, and 6 (Hi)<£ for 
i • 1,2, ••• , n. The particular collection of open connected sets 
'· 
chosen for a given£ >O is called a simple £ partitioning of K, and each 
Hi, i • 1,2, ••• , n is referred to as an element of this simple£ 
partitioning. 
Definition II-21 A subset Kofa metric space Xis said to be parti-
'\... tionable if and only if, for each real number£ >o, there exists a simple 
£partitioning of K, each element of which has property S. Such a 
simple t partitioning of K ·is called an £ partitioning of L The proofs 
of the following le01Uas are iD1Ded.iate from the definitions. 
LeB1Ua II-3: If a subset Kofa metric space is partitionable, then K 
is simply partitionable. 
.J 
;"PIM II-4 I 
.~\__, If a subset Kofa metric space is simply partitionable, 
then K has property S. 
We now begin to work towards proving the equivalence of parti-
tionability and property S. 
• 
\. 
\ 
-
-· ' 
Le111111a 11-6: Let a and b be distinct points of a connected metric space x, 
... 
and Ma finite subset of X - {a,b!. Then, given any E > o, there is a 
finite simply ordered subset R of X such · that MS R, a and b are the first 
and last points of R respectively, and for any adjacent points x, yf:: R, 
p (x, y)<E. 
Proof: See Hall and Spencer [3] page 204. -· 
Theorem II-6: Let X be a metric continuum with metric f' , and having 
property s. Let Hand K be two disjoint subsets of X such that if Ht f 
~ 
and Kt ¢then p (H, K) > o • 
V of X such that: 
Then there exist disjoint open subsets U and 
• 
(a) HSU, KS V 
~ 
(b) Uhas property S 
~ .. 
(c) V has at most a finite number of components 
.(d) X = u-u v-
:.,. 
Proof: If H = </> take U = cJ, , V = x, and if K = tj, take U .. X and V = </> • 
Ass1DD.e thus, that H:t </,, and Ki= if,, and hencef (H, K)>o. Let 
-' . I f!. l u k)J 
'-" = min l 1, 3 • 
,' Xis a Peano space by theorem 1-17 and hence by corollary 1-27 X has 
a basis, every non-empty element of which has property Sand has a Peano 
space as its closure. Let 0( be the collection of all elements of this 
' 
o( basis with diameter less than ~. Since Xis compact there is a finite 
I 
subcollection 0( of O{ which covers X. Select a point in each member of 
I 
O{ which does not intersect Hu K, and call this set of points M. Now 
let. ~ = K.,M u V{A I AE Ol' , A "K :f: ¢J , and let H1 = H. We thus have 
' 
·~ ·, 
.. 
I 
·' 
f 
r 
~ ,• 
.... 
.{ii) f (Hi, K1) >-O 
. .;.... 
' .. 
. . 
(iii) K1 has a finite n'tllllber'of components .. 
' Let x E X, then x is contained in some ~ember B of Ot • Now each mem-
ber of Ol • intersects H1 v Ki , so let y & B n (H1 ~ K1). Then x, y £- B. The 
• • • 
closure of every member of ot is a Peano space, and every Peano space is 
arcwise .co_nnected by theorem 1-32, and hence if x 4, y there is an arc .A. in 
I rith end points x and y and such that 
o( S (A)< {. (An arc with. end 
points X and y ,rill be denoted ry). If X a y let Zf x be in the same mem-
f her of O{ as x • Then there is an arc xz with 
c:( 
S{xz )< i• Hence in 
either case we have 
(iv) • x E- X there is an arc • X intersecting H1 u K1 given xz in 
and such that 6 (x2 )<. f. 
Let a, b be points of X where a~ H1 , b E- Ki • By ·corollary 1-27, --.. 
for each integer i there is a basisO[,for X the closure of each element 
of which is a Peano space of diameter less than~i. Since Xis compact 
( 
there is a finite sub cover O[. of O[; • For each integer i form a set Q. \ ' • 1 
I • • by selecting one point from each element of Ot,tnth a, b~ Qi• By leDDDa 
11-5 and theorem 1-32, there is a finite simply ordered subset~ of X 
such that: 
(v) The first and last ';,}ements of Rj_ are a and b respectively 
(vi) given x 6 X there is a y E- Ri and an arc xy in X with dia-
meter less than ,:=..i 
(vii) 
~ 
Each pair of adjacent points in R. have distance apart less 
1 
than o</2, ••• • 
Now we shall define, by induction, two sequences(Hi) and(~) of 
subsets of X and show that for each i the following properties hold: 
r 
, 
•• ,.<:·~~- •• u ·--.r-- ,.:, -
.. 
;, 
,·. 
·, 
I; 
' 
(viii) es·ni , K~ Ki 
' .. 
( ix) f' ( Hi , Ki) > O 
. 
(x) The number of components of Ki does not exceed that of K1• 
(xi) fiven x~ x, there is an arc xy in X intersecting Hi" Ki 
and having diameter less than ~i. 
We note immediately that conditions (viii) to (xi) become conditions 
(i) to (iv) for i = 1. 
Suppose, now, that ,re have defined sets Hi ·and Ki for i • 1,2-, ••• , k 
satisfying (viii) to (xi). 
Consider Ric, and define Xk and Yk subsets of Ric as follo,rs. A point 
x E-~ is a point of ~ if and only if there is an arc xy in X - Hk- such 
that yE ~·r Define Yk = ~ - Xie· Thus 8k = Xk" Yk , and Xk " Yk = <f, • 
.. J' 
Let x E Xie, then there exists an arc disjoint with Hk which joins x 
to~a point of Kit• ' Denote~ as the union of~ and one such arc from each 
point o'f ~· Then 
{xii) f(~' n;) >0 
(xiii) The number of components I of~ does not exceed the number 
of components of Ki since (x) is true for i = k by the 
inductive hypothesis. 
(xiv) C I \-\· 
NoY let y E Yk, and since {xi) holds for i = k, there exists an arc 
. yt in · X haTing diameter less than°'{ K , such that t ~ 8k u Kie • Let y z. be 
the unique subarc of yt such that yz 11(Hk-.., ~) =iz]. Since y~ Yk, 
z t- Bk• Since/'(~ , u.;)">o, {'(~-, u.;) = f'(~ , Hk) and X is locally 
I' 
., 
.. ·.1 
, 
~ ·ti i ,_ 
connect.ei:l there is an open connected set VS X - ~ such that x EV, 
- \ . 
There is an arc xu £ x 2 u V such that xu "~ = 4 , G (:xu) < t,r, and ,u ~ \• 
' ~ I 
Let\ be the union of\ and one such arc from each point of Yk. Then 
( I ') (xv) f' 8k· , ~ >O and 
(xvi) 
.... 
fr 
Now define SI< =~f(H~ , ~) and we see that &k>o, Also (xiv) and 
\;t I f 
(rvi) give us that Bies~ u ~ , but 1\ is a simply ordered set from the 
I I 
point aC Hk to the point b ~ 1\:, and hence there must be two adjacent 
points x, yf 1\ such that xE- J\, yE-~. But by (vii) ,o (x, y)< ~Ml 
and hence 3 St\ =f (H~ ; ~)~f(x, y)" ~'-.. 1, 
o{ .,,, 
(xvii) Thus erk~ 3(2.k+•). 
Now define \+i as the union of U:C. and all arcs in X having dia-
meter less than 8t< that intersect H; • And also define ~+l as the 
union of ~ and all arcs in X having diameter less than Sic. that inter-
sect \. Then 
{xviii) H ~ ~ s 8ic+l , K s ~ S ~+l 
(xix) I' { Hk+l ' Kic+1) -;,, o 
(xx) Rk ~ 8k+l" 't+l 
Thus by (vi) 
(xxi) given any x E- X there e:xist,s an arc xy intersecting IL v 
1'+1 
K"ic+l having diameter less than ~+; Also, using (xiii) 
we have that 
(:n:ii) The nmnber of components of \+l does not exceed the num-
ber of components of~· Thus '1c+i and 1\:+i satisfy 
(viii) to (xi) for i = k+l. Thus, by induction, these-
-~ 
···,. 
',i'.• 
". 
quencea ( Hi) and ( Ki) with the desired properties have been defined. 
Define U = U { Hi I i is an integer J , V .U { Ki I i is. an integer J , and 
\ 
it will be proved that U and V are disjoint open sets satisfying (a), 
( b) , ( C) and. ( d) • 
r; If x f: Un V then there are integers l and m such that x &- B1, and 
x E- Km. Thus x ~ Hi" 1i for i. = max ( 1, m). ·, This is a contradiction 
since Hi"~ =+for all i. Hence U"V=</J. 
Let xe u, then there is an integer i such that ~€ Hi+l' where 
Bi+l is the union of\f!i and a collection of arcs. I Suppose x E Hi, 
then consider S ( x, S,l Since X is locally arcrise connected by 
.corollary 1-35, there is an open set Wf S (x, S,)such that x E-W and for 
any y E W there is~ arc rs in S (x, &"). Thus the diameter of xy is 
less than S, and hence y.€ H. 1• Thus W f H. 1 • 1+ ~ 1+ 
I Now assume xt Hi' then there is an arc yz in X which contains 
x, has diameter less than bi. and such that y f: H:. Let yx be the sub-
arc of this arc with end points x and y. Letp (x, y) = r and c~nsider 
S (x,S,-~). Now again I is locally arcwise connected and hence there 
is an open set WfS (x,S,-r)with x~W and such that for any tE:\Y there 
is a~ .. ___ arc xt in S (x,,.:-T). Then xt ury contains an arc yt in X with 
diameter less than Si. and with yf:. H:. ' -Hence t E: Hi+l' and thus \V ~ Hi+l • 
Hence in either case Hi+l is open for all i. 
in x. 
Thus U=U{H. Ii an integer] is open in X. Similarily Vis open 
. 1 
Obviously H f U, K ~ V, and V has only a finite n11111ber of components 
by (x). Also by (xx) and (vi) it is iDDediate that X rz u- u v.- Thus 
' 
. •· 
, . 
.''~ 
t-.· 
.,. d 
\' 
,I 
.,. 
) 
it only remains to show that Uhas property s, and this rill be prov~n 
by showing that U is an£ - sequential: growth of H = H1 and employing 
theorem 1-25. 
Define the sequence lE..:) by f i. a for all i, and note that 
/I 
Y ~\ = :"" • Thus we must show that, for each integer i, Hi+i. is an E\ 
growth of Hi• We have three things to check. 
(niii) Hi ~ Hi+l which is (xviii). 
(:n:iv) If x E Hi+l , then there is a connected subset of Hi+l con-
taining x, intersecting Hi, and having diameter less than·£i. Let 
x E Hi+l' then there exists an arc xy in X with die.meter less than Si and 
-Also there exists an arc y z in X with diameter less than 
°'t . 
.2,.. ,ri th 2. f Hi. xy u Y.Z is a connected subset of Hi+l' x E -ry v y z _ , 
C { ) C' oi./ • < o( o( 7"" E and o xyuy z < o, +. l'i' 3(2'f,.') + il' = 3(.l.' .. 1 = i, 
(xxv) There exists a ti~o such that any connected subset of X 
of diameter less than oi that intersects H. is contained in H. 1• Since 1 i+ 
X is arc-wise connected and S; '> o it is obvious that H ~ f. If. · 1. Define ~ l. 1.+ 
(j'. 
l • 
-
-Hi and X - Hi+l are closed and Hi /l T - Hi+l 
! 
= f> , and hence f, >o • Clearly (xxv) is sat~sfied. Hence U has property 
s . 
Theorem 11-7: Let X be a metric continuum which is simply partitionable 
and has metric f. Let Hand K be two disjoint subsets of X such tha~, 
if H :4: fl and K:# if,, then f (H, K)?·o • Then there exist disjoint open 
subsets U and V of X satisfying: 
(a) HSU, KS V 
(b). each of the sets U and V have property S. 
... 
, 
• I 
-, .. 
Proof 1 .la in· theorem 11-6 ,re may aaa11111e that H * f, Kt t/, and define 
o( = min f 1, f?.(;l k)J. Since the space X is simply .• pa.rtitiona.ble, we 
d t b G · 1 ~ i+I t·t· . f X .f h . t . eno e y . a s1mp e a, par 1 1on1ng o , or eac 1n eger 1. l 
Fix i and consider Gi+l· This simple partitioning Gi+l consists of 
""-'~;;.,"t. 
'a finite number of disjoint, non-empty, open connected subsets '(j 
Fix j Yi th i ~ j ~ n. 1 and consider h . • Since the elements or 1+ J 
Gi are dense in X thei:e exists a point pj EX such that pj t- hj and 
pj is an element of the simple partitioning G .• Let R. 1 be the l 1+ 
finite collection, !p,Jf'•,· ··., P"'••• I of points found in this manner. 
Hence for each integer i we have a set R such that: 
i+l 
(i) Each element of G. 1 contain at least one point of R. 1• 1+ 1+ 
(ii) Each element of R. bel.ongs to some element of G .• . -1+1 1 
Now define R, as a finite subset of X su~h that every element of Gi 
contains a point of R1, and every point of R1 lies in an element of G1• 
Define H1 to be the union of Hand all points of R1 that do not lie in 
K. Let ~ = K. Thus we have 
(iii) p (H1 , K1) :> 0 
(iT) every element ot G1 intersects H1 tJ ~ ·, ) . 
We now define by induction two sequences (H.) and (K.) of 1ubaeta 1 l 
of X such that for each integer i 
(vi) 
(vii) 
intersects each element of G. 
1 
a.SH.uK. 
1 1 1 
.. i 
'"~)~/· 
.\ 
· .. ;; 
\ 
.A 
Conditions (v) to (vii) are ',satisfied for i = 1. Now assume 
the sets H1, H2, ••• , Hk; K1, ~' ••• , ~ have been defined satis-
fying (v) to (vii), and we sha'l.l define ~+l and X.C+l satisfying (v) 
to (vii). 
.. . 
Let x €- Rk+l' and hence there is a unique elem~t bx~ Gk such 
that XE h • 
X 
By the inductive hypothesis hx" (~uKJt-P, Let A 
X 
be an arc ry in ~ with yE ~ and such that ~" a; =;if such an 
arc exists. Let Ait 
X 
be the union of all such arcs for each point 
xE- h • 
X 
Each of these arcs has diameter less than tha~ of hx, that 
~/-J k•I is each of these arcs has diameter less than ~~ 
• 
I 
Define ~ • 
No1r if there is a yE Rk+l that lies in bx but not in A.ii, then 
X I it is impossible to join y to a point of~ by an arc in h which X 
does not intersect ~· Since f' (~ , K~-) >0 by the same argmnent as 
used in II-6 there is an arc By in bx joining y to a point of 8Ii: 
but By " ~ = if> • 
I formed. Define Hk 
Let Bh be the union of the collection of arcs so :x 
= Hk u [ B~ l hx E 6k J . Clearly ,f (e~ , ~) .:>O, 
The remainder of the definition of Hk+l and ~+l is precisely 
the same as in theorem II-6. The advantage now is that we have con-
' trolled the diameters of the arcs joined to~ to form~ as well as 
I 
those joined .to Bk to form Hk. 
7;.. 
Now define E~ = 3(.iL•? for each integer i and note again that 
We are now able to show that K. 1 is an[. growth of K., l+ L 1 
Obvioual,, K. ~ K 
.1 1 i+l • 
'l. 
. . 
leas 
Now let xEK • 
V i+l 
than 8, with yf:. K~. 
1 
Then there exists a.n arc xy in X ri th di11111eter 
"" Also there is an arc y z in X Yi t.h S (y2) .c:. 1, 
and z ~ K. • Hence xy u y z. is a l 
. o( 
and S (xyuy z) < Si. + t,.,., < f i. 
connected subset of H. 1, xEr,~yz, 1+ 
• 
Define oi. >Oas was done in theorem 11-6 and thus it follows that 
Ki+l is an £i. growth of Ki. Simila.rily Hi+l is an ei growth of Hi• 
Bence U and V both have property s. 
·'. 
-J 
'·-~6-
.':-::c:..:..::.:._,......-,; 
.. 
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III 
Property Sand Partitionability are Equivalent 
In this section it will be shown that property Sand partition-
ability are equivalent, but in order to do this it is necessary to 
define ~he completion of a metric space and state two results. 
Definition 111-1: A metric space Xis said to be complete if and only 
if given any Cauchy sequence ( a ) of points of x, there is a .point n 
x E: X such that (an) converges to x. 
Definition III-2: Let X be a metric space. A metric space Y is said 
to be a completion of X if and only if Y is complete, X~ Y, x- = Y, 
and the metric of Y, restricted to s, is the metric for X. 
Theorem III-3: Let X be a metric space with an M metric, the~ the 
metric of any completion of Xis an M metric. 
Proof: See Hall and Spencer [3] page 141 • 
Theorem III-4: Let X be a metric space having the property that its 
metric is an M metric, and Y any completion of x. Then, if A is any 
open connected subset of Y 1 the set X"A is connected. 
Proofz See Hall and Spencer [3] page 143. 
Lemma III-5: Let W be a.n open, connected subset with property S of 
a metric apace x, and let H, KSWYith f(H, K))'o., Then there ex-
28 
iat open sets U and V of .X such t,hat 
' i) H .SU S: W, K ~ VS lf, U n V a </> 
ii) ws (u-u v-) 
iii) Uhas property S 
iv) V has a finite number of componen'ts 
Proof: W is connect,ed, a.nd has property s, and thus is locally con-
nected. Hence by theorem 1-13 there is an M met.ric /' which is 
equivalent, relative to property s, to the restriction of the given 
' 
metric for X to W. Thus, in the metric p, lV has property s. Let Y 
denote the completion of lV in the metric f . By lemma I-14 Y has 
property Sand is thus totally bounded by lemma I-4. Hence since Y is 
totally bounded and complete it is compact by theorem 1-4. Thus Y is 
a metric continuum with property s, and H, K~ Y are such that f (H,K)>o. 
Thus by theorem 11-6 there are open disjoint subsets Uy and Vy of Y 
such that 
i) H f Uy, KS Vy 
ii) y = uy uvy 
iii) Uy has property S 
iv) Vy has a finite number of components 
Define U = Uy f\W, V = Vy f\W. w, Vy a.nd Uy are ope_n, and hence , 
U and V are disjoint open subsets of W, and WS: U~ v- - -since Y = Uy u Vy• 
Nov Uy has property s, and hence, for any£ >o, there is a. collection 
f K 1 , ·~ , ••• , ~l of connected subsets of Uy such that 
Uy = U[Ki Ii = 1,2, ••• , nJ a.nd&(Ki)<( for i = 1,2, ••• , n. By 
theorem 111-3 the me~ric for Y is an M metric, and thus by theorem IIl-4 
. ...~ - ~ .. 
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.. 
B1 = Kin w, is conne.,cted for i • 1,2, ••• , n. Thus U ='.J{Hi Ii • 1,2, ••• ,nJ 
and 8 (u.)<£ for i· =· 1,2, ••• , n. Thus Uhas property s. 1 
Similarly V has a finite number of componen~s. 
By an argument precisely the same as the one used in lemma 111-5 
and employing theorem 11-7 in place of theorem 11-6 the following re-
sult is established. 
Lemma 111-6: Let W be an open, connected, simply partitionable subset 
of a metric space x, and let H, K.S W with f (H, K)~o. Then -there ex-
ist open subsets U and V of X such that 
i) Hf u~w, K~vsw, u l\v. </J 
iii) each of the sets U and V have property S 
Theorem 111-7: Let X be a metric space, then X has property S if and 
only for each E ~o, there exists a simple £ partitioning of I. 
Proof: If for every E >Otbere is a simple £. partitioning of I, t,ben X 
bas property S by lemma II-4. Thus assume X has property s. 
Since X has property Sit must have only a finite number of com-
ponents, a.nd hence to prove I is simply partitionable, it is sufficient 
to show that each component of Xis sim~ly partitionable. 
Let Y be a component of x, and we shall consider Y, in the metric 
of X restricted to Y, to be the entire space for the remainder of the 
proof. Now Y is a connected metric space with property s, and hence Y 
is totally bounded. Let E >o be any real number, and then there exists 
' 
-
,,_ 
... 
points x 1 , x2 , ••• , x 
. n 
in Y such that Y $ U{s (xi, ~'f ) / i • '·· 1,2, ••• , n} • 
a,/ 
Define Ki= S (xi,E;t) and Hi• Y - S (xi,~)- for i • 1,2, ••• , n. Ob-~ 
viously f (Hi' Ki) :>O for i • 1,2, •••, n. 
We shall now define, by induction, finite colle·ctions 
... ' 
i) 
ii) 
.. 
G of disjoint, open, connected subsets of Y. such that n 
If for a.ny i = 1,2, 
has property s. 
... ,, 
' 
n ME- G i and S (M) ~ £ , then M 
Ea.ch .. ~i' for i • 1,2, ••• , n, contains a subcollection 
, each element of which has diameter less than£ 
iii) .For each i • · 1,2, ••• , n, UGi is dense, in Y. 
' 
Using lemma III-5 we see that there are disjoint, open subsets u1 
and v1 of Y such that H1.S u1 , K1S v1 , u1 has property s, v1 has a 
finite number of components, and such that H1~ u1 , K1f v1 , u1 has 
property S, v1 has a finite nwnber of components, and Y = u1uv1: De-
fine G1 • {CIC is a component of u1 u V l ! . Since K1 ~ V l and V 1,, u1 = 4> 
we see thatS(v1) <£. Thus G1 satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). 
Now suppose G1 , G2 , ••• , Gj have been definied for some j withl~jtl'\, 
satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii). If there exists a finite subcollection 
. 
of G., such that each element of this subcollection has diameter less J ' 
than£, and the closure of the union of the subcollection contains 
U{Kiji s I, ••• , j+l! define Gj+l • Gj. Othenrise proceed as follows, 
I.et M1 , ••• , ~ be elements of G j such that 6 (Mi)~£ and Mi"Kj+l :&: 4> 
for i • I, ••• , t • Kj+l • S (xj, E/f) and since Hj+l .. Y - S ( x; .... , ~ 
.. 
. .... ' . 
-) 
:-: . 
... 
'"' . 
,. 
,re aee that M. n H ·+i* cl, , for i ~ 1,2, ••• , f. Moreover by (i) and 1 J . 
' 
the fact ·that S (MJ ~£ we see that Mi' bas property s, for i = .1,2, ••• ,r • 
. Now we apply lemma III-5 to Mi, for i = 1,.2, ••• ,r. , to obtain 
pairs of disjoint open sets 21 , R1; g2, R2J ••• ; 2r, Rr such that for 
i = 1,2, ••• ,t 
M. /\ K . 1S g . , M . " H . l S R. • 1 J+ l l. J+ 1 
, (iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
2i has a finite number of components, and Ribas property s. 
C - -M. - Q. u R. 1 l l. 
Define Gj+l = (Gj-{M1, M:?, ••• , MJufc le 
the sets Qi, or Ri for i = 1,2, ••• ,rJ. 
a component of one of 
Gj+l satisfied (i) since every element of Gj+l which has diameter at 
least f is a member of G. or a component of some R. and thus has property s. J 1 
Also Gj contains a subcollectionotj, each element of which has diameter 
less tha.nE, andUfA-/AE-Ol1i 2 UfKili = 1,2, ••• , jJ. But the collection 
of components of Q. for i = 1,2, ••• ,r covers K. 1 , and each element of 1 J+ 
this collection has diameter iess than£ • Thus G. 1 satisfies (ii). Ob-J+ 
viously G satisfied (iii), and hence the collection G is determined. j+l n 
We shall now show that G is a simple£ partitioning of Y. 
n " 
G is a finite collection of disjoint, open, connected subsets of Y n 
auch that the union of the elements of G is dense in Y. Now x & Y im-n ~ 
plies there is an i with l~i,n such that :n-K.. Thus by (ii) each member 
'<i:' 1 
of GD has diameter less than e • Thus Gn is 8, simple E partitioning of 
Y. Hence Xis simply partitionable. 
Theorem 111-8: Let X be a metric space, then X has property S if and only 
if I is partitionable.· 
. . 
Proofs If Xis partitionable it has property S by le11D&s II-3 and II-4. 
It I has property Sit is simply partitionable by theorem III-7, and by 
using lemma 111-6 in place of lePIJI& III-5 in theorem 111-7, we easily 
see that X is partitionable. 
Definition lll-91 Let X be a set and 0(, {i collections of subsets of 
'\ 
·) 
X. Ol is said to r~f inett\ if and only if for each A E 0( there is a 
B ~ a such that A. S B. 
II 
Th!:rem III-101 Let X be a partitionaBfe metric space, and(£,) a se-
quence of positive numbers. Then there is a sequence (Gi) such that 
Gi is an ei. partitioning of X for each i, and Gi+l is a refinement of , 
.. 
G. for each i. 1 
Proof: For i • 1 then by theorem 111-8 there is an£, partitioning G1 
of I. Since each element ·~f G1 has property S it -is partitionable by 
theorem 111-8, hence form, for e~ch MtG 1, an £t,partitioning I\{ of M. 
Define G2 • U {f\t I ME o1J. - Obvi\usly G2 is a refinement of G;. 
-............ 
Assume the theorem is true for i • 1,2, ••• , n. Since Gn is an£ n 
partitioning of X, each element of G has property s, and is·bence n 
partitionable by theorem III-8. Hence form anE n+l partitioning Bt,t of 
each of the finite number of member.s ME- Gn. Now define Gn+l • 
Ula. f MEG0J • Obviously Gn+l refines Gn• Thus we have, by inductioi:i, 
defined the desired sequence (Gi). 
,..,,,.,-_ . 
..,~~ 
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· CHA.P1'ER IV 
Convex Metrics 
Definition IV-1: A met,ric p for a metric space Xis called a convex 
metric for X if and only if given any t,ro points x,y6 X there is a 
\ 
2 EX such thatp(x.,1)=f(2., ~J = ! p (x, y) ) 
Definition IV-2: A met,ric p for a metric space :X is called an almost 
convex metric for X if and only if given any two points x, ye- X and 
any real number £ >o, there is a z E- X such thatr<~,PJ- tf'".,~>f;.j,o<'j,zJ- t 
,o< ~.,~>I< E. 
, Lema IV-3: Let X be a compact, metric space ri th metric p • If p is 
an almost convex metric for X then p is a convex metric for X. 
Proof: Let(£.,,) be a sequence of real n\DDbers defined by£.,,=.~ for all 
integers n. Let x, y E: X , then for each n there is a z'Y\ EX such that 
lf( xJ.z..) - !f( ll.J~) J + lfC"j .~J- l fl 1 , '1) I<~"'. The sequence (z ., .. konstructed in 
this manner baa a limit, point 2. ~ X since X is compact. Thus for each 
integer n)fC:,(,2.) - ip(xJ ~}/+l,P(~,2) - -!f(X,'j)1<£.,.= i, In 
1
particular 
lf(x,2.) - !,o<.x,'J)I < i . Hencep(x,z) .. k p(:t,'J)•. Similarly,P{~,'1.)= !,oC::t,1). 
Thus f is a convex metric for X. 
Definition IV-4: A topological space I is called a simple closed curve 
if and only if X is homeomorphic to the unit circle. 
Definition IV-51 A topological space I is called a dendron if it is a 
> 
Peano space, and no subset of Xis a simple closed curve. A dendron is 
also called an acyclic curve. 
. . 
The following result is proved by c. Kuratowaki and G. T. Whyburn [5]. 
Theorem IV-6: Let X be a dendron, with metric d , · then there is a convex 
aetric p for X 'Which is equivalent to d • 
..i 
Corollary IV-7: Let X be an arc ri th ... metric p , then there is a convex 
metric cl for X such that d is equivalent to f • 
Proof: Since Xis homeomorphic vith J it is obviously a Pea.no space. Also 
X contains no simple closed curve, for, if YS Xis a simple closed curve 
then a.ny ·x E Y is a non-cut point of X. Hence X is a dendron, and has a 
convex metric equivalent top by theorem IV-6. 
Lemma "i:v-7: Let X be any arc ri th convex metric p , and let f :7 >X be 
a homeomorphism. Let 1T = f to.,t,J .. ·~ t~ I where o = t 0 < t, < · · · <"t.,,.:s1 be a par-
tition of J. Define .i (TT) =I ( ,P ( f l-t,)., i Lt,_,)) 11 ~ ,~ -n} and 
l, (X) = Sup { 1(1T) / ,r a partition of J J . Then l. (X) exists and 
is uniquely determined by p • 
Proof: Assume L (X) does not exist, then for each real number M there is 
a partition .r of J such that .l(1t) ">M. Let 1l: i t •• t,., ... ., -t"! be any 
partition of J rith O = ta< -t, < • · · < t YI = 1 . Since X is compact and 
metrizable p is a bounded metric. Hence there is a real number M such 
,, 
that M - l(Tr) = K > O. There, is a partition TT 'such that .l(rr ') > M, and 
hence if 1T '' is a comon refinement of Tr and 1T then.ltn••) ~ 1(11'1) > M > 1'rr) • 
. , f . Let 1T = So s S I where o = S 0 < 5 < · · · < S = 1 • J I J • • " ., 'n'\ ') I \'Y\ Since ,f (ll ") > l(TI) 
t ,, there is a E- 1T - 1f ... and hence 'tO > Y\ • 
\ 
.,. 
.. 
Let ti , t,_1 t- Tf be such that t 1.·-, ' t "-L i. , then, since pis 
cqnvex, there is a t"1 E J such, that ,P( i <t,_, ), i C j•J J) = f (f ( t<•I)., t { t & ) ) .. 
l p ( f (t .:-,'-., :f {-ti:\) • Assume -t 1= f.''1, then ti-•< t < t~• or 
t<•l < t < tL • Assume t oJ <. t <. 1. i. , and ag&.ii, since f is convex, 
there is a tu) E- J such that f ( -S £-t"~, ! ( t ~,)) = ,o ( .f Lt'"\ ~ ( t.:))"' 
l f ( f( t<•))., -t ( -t,)) = ? f ( l <-f • .:)., { ( t-.: _,)) • If -t :t l: <z) we may 
. ( fj J. continue this process to inductively define a sequence t Jof point in 
( ·, J. Thus for each t ~ 1T ''- 1T we can define such a sequence {t 1 ) • If 
t& t u thait t(jJ= -t for each E- ·n - 1T there is a j such u, 
, then 1m ·~ = !rr). 
...1.. 1T" -
..J.. ~ ..1. CJ. J for al 1 integers J .• Hence there is a r; f: · - I I such that, c _,_ r 
The sequence { f ( t<'i'}) in X is obviously a Cauchy sequence since 
p (. -i ( -t.''i~ ! ( t<1··u))) .. .i1+' /'(Ht.:), t Ci,:_,)). Since X is compact it is 
complete, and hence (f L t<l 1)J converges and, by our construction, to f (tJ , 
K Let E = , then there is an integer N such t,bat j > N LI ( vn- n) 
implies f' (f(ffi'J, tct>) < E • It is to· be 
noted that l• f t ..&. I.e. -n 11-lT • th .I... ~ t <.ii< t th th • • ~ ~ ~ , , YJ. a;,_, ~ - ;. , en ere 1s a J so 
large that f ~ t<-i> ~ -I; 1 • 
Thus for each t 1T ,, -E. ' - ll ( ( .>J there is a sequence t 1 and a j so 
large that p ( f( t''it {c.t\) + f (-S ( t Cj+'1)., .f (-t>) <l E. There a.re '"' - n points 
in 1T 1'-lf and hence _l(n'') ~ 1.(1T) + 2.(-m-n)£ = l..(rr) + !K. 
Hence.! (n"J- i.(TI)~ t K<K, But this is a contradictio~, and hence 
L (X) exists. 
Assume no1r that L (X) is dependent on the particular homeomorphism 
from J to X. Let !., ~ : J > X be homeomorphisms and assume I has convex 
aetric p • Let Lf (X) and L3 (X) be the lengths of X under f calculated , 
.. , 
·.O 
, .. 
... 
> t,(x). There is par-using f and g respectively. Assume L_.{X) 
tition ,r of J such that { (ir f > 1., ( 1r' > where ~- (TI') and\( w' ) are . , 
' calculated using f and g respectively and '1T i~s any partition of J. 
Let where o = i 0 < t, <. . .,1 • • • · < t., .1. 
Then l f I (f ( ti.)) I O ~ i. ,: 'ft J I is a partition TI" of J and ob-
viously 1./11') .. .t1( lT
1
) • · Hence L (X) is ili'\_8pendent off. 
,,..._ 
Hence 
l, (X) is uniquely determined by f • -. 
The preceding theorem justifies the following definition. 
Definition IV-8: Let X be any arc with convex metric f' , and let f1J ...... X 
be a homeomorphism. ~t 1T = f to., t, ~ 
be a partit~on. of J. Definei (,r) • 
· · · ., -f.,. J where o = t O ~ t,' · · · < 1. .1 . .. 
~ { f' (-fl ti.)., flt,_,l) I 1-' C: $ n) and 
L (X) = Sup r .R (TT) I Tr a partition of J J. . I.., (X) wi 11 be cal led 
the length of~X under • 
Theorem IV-91 If Xis a partitionable metric continuum with metric/', 
then there is a convex metric f* for X which is equivalent to f . 
Proofs Let (Gi) be a sequence where Gi is a~ partitioning of X, 
and Gi+l refines Gi for all i. There is a dendron T1 such that T1 
intersects each element of Gi, and there is a convex metric d1 for T1 
such that the diameter of T1 under dl is less than ! i.e. Sd (T 1) < t. 
I 
Let u1= lulu is a component of gj-gjnT1 for some j • 1,2, •o•, n} 
where G l = { g 1 ,g2, • • • , gn J • 
(. 
Let vl -{v I vE Tl or V .. u- for some u, ul~ • 
Let v, w E: v1 and define p,(v,-w) • glb {r (!) + s I where some con-
nected set is the uni_on of v, w, r other el~ments of V 1 , and some arcs 
in T1 whose total length under d1 is sl. 
37 
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t 
Let m2 be an integer so large that p (v,w) ">~&if v,w E- v1 
. 
and p (v,w) > ..!. •. . ,, Let u. ~ u1~ be such that u contains an element · 1 i 
of Gm2 • Then there{ is a dendron r2,i which intersects each elemen~ . 
of Gm2 which intersects u .• 1 Let d2,i be a convex metric for T2 ,i with 
Sd . (T2,i)' -fi. • i,.." 
Let u2 = { u I u is a component of g - g n(T1 u UT2 ,j) 'Where 
g ~ Gm2 J. 
Let V 2 =f v I v <: Tl u 
Let v, u ~ Vi and define 
U T2 . ,J 
f"-' (v ,w) 
or v .. u- for some u f: u2J 
• glb{r (i) +'sl where some con-
J-· -
'. 
nected set is the union of v, w, r other elements of v2 and a collection 
of a.re is T1 " U T2 ,i whose total lengths under their respective d's 
is s J. 
Now assume that we have defined f •, fz., ... J f'i. I.et mi+l be 
an integer so large that p (v,w) > t.. if v, w ~ Vi are such that 
1+1 
Pi. ( V 'y) > ( t) i+ 1. (1) 
I.et ui ,n ~ Ui be such that ui ,n contains an element of Gmi+l 
Let K. ~ f kl k is a connected set and k = liwhere his a component 1,n 
of the intersection of u. and some member of Gmi+l j. 1,n 
lk I k ~ K. a.nd k11 v * <J, where v is some element of V. and v does n·ot 1,n 1 
i 
intersect any component of T 1 "lJ T2 . v · · · "U 'f. . which intersects kl. ,J j 1,J 
Then there is a dendron Ti+l,n in ui,n such that Ti+l,n intersects each 
element kEKf,n and each element of Gmi+l which intersects ui,n" There 
is a convex metric di+l ,n for T i+l ,n such that S d (T .. 1 ) < (t) i+ 1 
~.,,, 1+ ,n 
Let u i+l = r u I u 
where g t- Gmi+l ! 
I 
is a. component of g-g n (T 1 ., UT2 ,j" , · · "UTi+l,} 
0 
, 
I 
' 
., . 
'11· 
.. -- .~ 
.• 
! 
Let V i+l =lv I V E Tl u U T2 . v . · ·uUT. l. or v = u-where 
,J 1 1+ ,J 
u .~ ui+iI., Le~ v, w f: Vi+l and define fi+l (v,w) = glb lo:>i+lr ~ 
where some connected set is the union of v, w, r other elements c0f 
• ·' 1 
Vi+l a.nd a collection of arcs in T1 u. U T2 . u .. · uUT. 1 . whose ,J j 1+ ,J 
lengths under their respective d's total sJ • If v.,, wt ti, then 
fi (v,w) = O. 
Let p, q • X define p.:(p,q) .. glb ff.:(v,w) I ,rhere v, YE-Vi, 
·\ l 
and q f w J • Define p*(p,q) • lim p.(p,q). We now show that f *(p,q) 
exists. 
We first show that if some connected set is the sum of the 
elements v, w E- Vi and n elements of Vi+l then p, (v,w)< n(tt)i+l 
,,, We may assume that then elements v 1 , ••• , vn of vi+l being con-
sidered are irreducable with respect to vu w uv 1 u . · · u vnbeing con-
nected. If each element of Vi which contains at least one of v1, ... ' 
+ s I 
VD 
contains at least two, then the result is obvious. Assume, however, that 
there are two members vi, vl,l of {v, w, vi' 
... ' 
• 
" 
there is an arc in T1 u UT2 ·u. ·· uUT .. with its length at most (i)i+l. ,J . 1,J l . 
If there are r elements of Vi which contain one and only one element 
of lv1, v2, ••• , vn\,thell, by the definition of fi, fdv,v)< 
(n-r) (!)i+l + r (t)i+l<n (!)i+l 
Now let v, 1r ~Vi+l' and let vl, wlevi with vSivl, wsw1• 
Let K be a connected set which is the union of v 1 , w1, n elements 
( 
.... : 
v 1 , v2 , ••• , v of V . 1 , and a c"ol lection of arcs of T1" UT .u···U VT. 1 . D 1+ 2 ,J I 1+ ,J 
,. 
whose lengths under their resP,ective d's totals, and K irreducable 
' 
with respect to being connected. 
Assume that a.n arc A of U T. l . is contained in K, Sc:f. (A) • s , j 1+ ,J ..... 1 
and that there are integers 1 ~k, mt n such that vk 11A • q,, vm" A -.rp 
Then vk u vm is contained in some element of Vi. Thus, if 
(!)i+l + (!)i+l + s 1corresponding to vk, vm and A appears in the cal-
-culation of f,.,.,(v,w) we may replace it by (i)i in the calculation of 
1 l l l p;. (v , w ). Thus p;_ (v , w ) ~ fi (v,w). Thus, the sequence ( ,.o,(p,q)) 
is monotoni~ decreasing for each p,qt:X. If we can show that ( p,.(p,q)) 
is bounded, then we will have shoYD that p* (p,q) exists. 
Let C be a component of T 1 u UT . u···" UT. . which intersects 2,J J 1,J 
V" 1f where V, W E Vi and V n W 4: f' • Assume C f. Th,k and 
Sc1 (c ,, (vu w)) J: (i)i > (i)i+l. 
h,k 
Any connected set containing v and w 
will contS:in C 11 (v vw). Thu8f,{v,w) > (!)i+l. Hence, by (1), 
p(v,w) > but V I\ W • </J • rfhus • Sd (C" (vuw))< (i-) 1 • 
h,k 
(2) 
l 1.A!t v ~ w f V i+l and v, w S v E: Vi. .Assume both v and w are non-
t 
! 1 
degenerate subsets of elements of K i,j for some j. Then there is a 
dendron T i+l ,j which intersects v a.nd ,,, hence /'t.~v ,w) < (t) i+l • 
• 
1 
a nondegenera.te subset of an element of K . . and 1,J Now assume v is 
,r is not. If T. l 1+ ,n intersects ,r then fi.+c(v,w)< (t)i+l< (!)i+l+(t)i+(!)i+1 
.Assume wnT i+l ,n = ~ and assume w ~ g E Gmi+l • Then T i+l ,rf' g * '/' and 
also, every element kf:V. which intersects the element of K .. which 
1 1,J 
containtJ ..... , \ntersects a component C of T1 u UT µ • . · u ~ T. . 'l!_lj. 2 ,J l 1 ,J 
which intersects k. ThusS(c 11 (v1 u k)) <. (t)i where the diameter is 
, 
• ., ,... '• u• _.. ,-.-•. • • ' • -
~,. 
• 
-~-
taken with respect to the appropriate d. Thus p,., (v,w)<(-1-)i+l+(i)i+(!)i+l _ 
Similarly if neither v nor ware nondegenerate subsets of elements of 
' 
K\,j then p;~, (v,w) .:: (t)i+l + 2 (t)i +.- 2 (!)i+l Thus if v, wt; Vi+l' 
-~ 
is 2, 1, or O according as neither, one, or both v and ware subsets 
of elements of K1i,j for some j. (3) 
From (2) and (3) it follows that if v, w €
 V. are subsets of the union 1 
of a collection {v1 , v2 , ••• , vnJ S Vi and v 1 uv2 u •.. u v is con-
. n 
nected, then 
\ p,.,(v,w) < n ((!)i + (t)i + (t)i+l) + (t)i 
. 
< 0 (!)i ((!)i+2 + (!)i + 1 + (t)I) 
< n (!)i ( 1 + 3 (!)i) (4) 
By the definition of pi,(v,w) we know that Pi (v,w) = glb l r (-!)i +sf 
where some connected set is the union of v, w, r other elements of V. 
1 
and a collection(of arc·s·in T1 u U T2 ,ju 
under their respective d's total s J • 
. . · u UT. . whose lengths j 1,J ~ 
In particular Pi(v,w) ~ r(!)i for ~y such r. Thus, if v, wE- V. 1 . 1+ 
are subsets of the union of a collection lv1 , v2 , •oo, v0 J ~Viand 
. 
v 1 u v 2 u · · · u v n is connected, then ,Pa: ( v , w) ~ ( r - ~) ( i) 1 
. 
Hence from ( 4 ) f i.+ 1 ( p , q ) < ( 1 + 3 ( ! ) 1 ) 
Repeated application of this gives 
( pi{p,q) + 2(-!)i) . 
I 
rl' \) ,, 
. f;, t k ( p 'q ; < ( 1 + !.> ( 1 + \ ••• ) 
But (1 + 'J{i )(1 + ~{L+I) • • 
••• (1 +%••k-•) (,Pi(p,q) +¥+ • 
·<< 1 + 3{.: _, ) ( 1 + ~, •• _" ) a: • ,, 
for i > 3 
• • + 
. 
= .1. ){i. -" 
and hence 
In particular 
/''ttk (p ,q) <. 1: l f .. (p,q) + t ) 
41~ 
.. 
for i > 3 
and f,/p,q) is finite, 
. . 
and hence ( pi(p,q)) is bounded. Thus p * (p,q) = lim fi. (p,q) 
· exists for each pair p,q, X. 
Now e wil 1 show that p * iB a metric'"4lor X which is equiv~~~11t· ____ .. __ 
. , ........... •:-····--.-, .. .. 
•• •• , .. ,.,,,._•O" ,,, '""'"'! .. "'-''\L· .... , ,S'~;..,.,•,,;•,.-,,,,,.•.'•> •:; ,•" •,. • • ••,<~ .. jo ,., ,<• •• ,,, ,· '0-.- • ... ,. . . 
· .. \ .. 
to p. If p = q then obviously p * (p,q) = O. Sincep,(p,q) is 
symetric for each i, f * (p,q) is also syumetric. Now let x, y, ~E- X 
and i be any integer, then p*(x,'ll)" p* (x,y) + p* {y,'ll). Since fi. is 
non-negative a.nd monotonic increasing, if ( fi (p,q) )5 converges to zero, 
then /'i. (p,q) = 0 for all i. Hence f'* (p,q) = 0 implies p = q. 
,He.ncep* is a metric for X. 
Now let U be open in X and p GU, then there is an integer n such 
that p (p, X - U) ~ 1/m.,. • If p,q ~ X are such that p,q t- f E- Gmn+1' 
then by (3) f-n ( p ' q ) <. (i)n+l + 2((!)n+l + (t)n). 
( p.:(p,q) + '\t) we have that 
Hence, since 
. 
p * (p,q)< 
2,' 
2,l_, 
f' * (p,q) <. 
2(t)1. + 5(!)D + 
1\ 
_ 2, _ ((t )n+l 
z"-" ( ( 
Thus, if (q0 ) is e.ny sequence in X with ( f (p,qn)) converging to 
zero, then (p*( p,qn)) converges to zero. 
Now assume that (q ) is a. sequence in X witb{p (p,q )) not con-n n . 
:A verging to zero. Then we may ass~e there is ant>o such that f> (p,q0 )~£ > 0 ,. 
for all n. Then there is an i such that ~i. < E. Then there is a real 
number k such that fi (p,qn) ~ k > 0 for all n. Thus, ( ·*(p,q0 )) does 
. not converge to zero. Thus, ( f *(p,qn)) converges to zero if and only 
if ( p (p,qn)) converges to zeroo Thus, p andp* a.re equivalent metrics 
for Xo 
Let x, y E X and let n be any integer. Suppose that for any -mE X 
Ir- (x,y) - !L I + lf,,(y,'ll)- !L I >(!)n 
... 
42 
.,Ln• ,- '"" , •••0,••• 
C I _.I/ .•. · __ .•. ,., .... 
• ' .... '. • '' ..... ·~ ..... •' •. \ ,.,_ .••• ."'. .. ,_ ·~-· • ,., •. ,·.-,:,!~ ,-,-r,.. .... ,·.-;.s, :t:·_','<•<"'·-;·.'; :.:,-: "•: ' ';'. ,· ::•-:' 
·where L • p..,. (x ,y )-.~ 
I ,an(Y,•> - i l1 I 
"' 
Then I f ... (x ,•) :- ! l. I > (i )n or 
> (! )D, say I ,.a..(x,21) - !L I >(! ):'1. 
. .. . .. '~ . ' .. . .. . - -~--.. .. .. "'"• ' ....... . 
............. : ....... , ..... ,,,: .. :-·'"'"""""'"''Let v-, W,···E-· Vn·· ·with X ·E,- v, y E w·, ana·iet·K be a connected set 
• D 
~ .. ~ .... - . ~-· • •••••.,-•.•••••-••••• -•"_•••• .. ••-+.••~-··--~••-•• _.,_oo ... L••-••• - ••• 
"I. 
which is the union of v, and w, r other elements of Vn, and a 
collection of arcs in T1 v 
under their respective d's totals. 
. · · u UT . whose lengths, 
. n ,J ;a 
T I 1,1 L.. h h 1 1,1 c K here are two sets v , v ~ V sue t at v , v _ and 
n 
p E: vI implies f"' (x,p) - -! l. ..,. (! )n, and q vI ' 1 implies 
1 ,. 1 1 i l. - f.,. (x ,q) > (-!)n. v and v ' can be chosen such that one of 
the arcs A~ K has Al\v1~ r/J , Allv1 ' 1:t: </> Let t 1 6 A then 
p"(x,t 1) - !l. >(!)n or i L - fTI (x,t1) > (!)n, say 
Pn (x ~ t 1) - -!L. > (!)n. Let t 2 t 1 be the unique subarc of A such 
that t 2 t 1 nv
1
'
1 
... ft2l. Now A has a convex metric, and hence there 
is a point t 3E:t2 \ such that t 3 is halfway between t 1 and t 2
• Assume 
f·L <f'l'l(x,t3 ) and we may continue subdividing the arc A until we have \ 
a point tm E A with I! L - p"" (x,tm) I ~ (!)n. Thus we have con-
tradicted the fact thatlf,,(x,21) - !LI+ lpJy,~)-iLI >(!)n-l 
Thus for x ,y E. X and n a.ny· integer, there is a ~ E- X such that 
'o 
Thus p* is an almo~t 
convex metric for X. But X is compact and hence by IV-3 p'* is convex. 
Corollary IV-101 
If Xis a Pee.no space with metric p then there is a convex metric 
f'* for X !hich is equivalent to f • 
'-,.;,. 
r 
' 
• 
:,· 
, .,· ·,, ·1~,1.\ ', '• ·~ :, 
,. 
.• 
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